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ANNUAL EXAMINATION – 2012-2013 
SUBJECT – English (Literature) 

Class – V 
Time – 2 Hrs. 

M.M. – 80 
 

NAME: ________________________________________________________ SEC.: _______ ROLL NO.: ________ 
 
 

 

Answer to this paper must be written on the same sheet. 
You will not be allowed to write during the first 15 minutes. 
This time has to be spent in reading the question paper. 

The time given at the head of this paper is the time allowed for writing the answers. 
The intended Marks for question or parts of questions are given in the brackets. 

Section – A 

Question 1 Give meanings -          [10] 

Diverged              Hence       

Vile               Attentively      

Lithe               Anxiously      

Skyscraper              Crags       

Advertisement              Wiggle       

Question 2 Fill in the blanks -          [15] 

i) A waiter was ________________ and Sunil‟s coffee was ordered. 

ii) A flat is certainly not a ________________ place for them, in my ________________. 

iii) ________________ sold newspapers and polished people‟s shoes. 

iv) A ________________ gave him the chance to perform in a ________________. 

v) Ravi was not good at ________________. 

vi) I want to be an ________________. 

vii) A man without ________________ is like an ________________. 

viii) Ravi ________________ to the concert. 

ix) My wife was very ________________ but she was ________________ as well. 

x) I cried in ________________ and ________________. 

Question 3 Complete this poem -         [½x10+2=7] 

I shall be ___________________ this with a ___________________. 

Some where ___________________ and ___________________ hence: 

Two roads ___________________ in a ___________________, and I – 

___________________ took the one less ___________________ by, 

And that has ___________________ all the ___________________. 

       Composer 

              ___________________________  

Question 4 Who said to whom -             [8] 

 i) „What comfort can I get from a parrot?‟   ________________________________ 

 ii) „I don‟t know why they are there; perhaps the companies have arranged the concert‟. 

         _________________________________ 

 iii) „It‟s the only one of its kind in India !‟   _________________________________ 

 iv) „I shall be coming back in about half an hour‟.  _________________________________ 

 v) „That is not a proper occupation.‟   _________________________________ 
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 vi) „Is she in pain?‟      _________________________________ 

 vii) I shall sit here and read a book.‟    _________________________________ 

 viii) „What on earth have you been up to?‟   _________________________________ 

Question 5 Write down 8 lines of the poem „Break, break, break‟ with composer‟s name.   [10] 

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

Question 6 Answer the following questions with reference to context:  

a) Then took the other, as just as fair,  

And having perhaps the better claim. 

i) What did the poet do immediately before this?      [1] 

              

               

ii) In what way were the two paths similar?       [1] 

            

             

iii) In what way were they different from each other?     [1] 

           

            

iv) Name the title of the extract.        [1] 

            

             

b) Before the show began, the Chief of Police said, „That he would not allow the fuse to be lighted‟. 

i) What show was this, and where was it being held?     [1½] 

            

             

ii) What was the fuse for?         [1½] 

            

             

iii) In what way had this show been made less exciting?     [1½] 

            

             

iv) Why was Houdini taking part in this daring show?     [1½] 

             

   ________________________________________________________________________ 
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Question 7 Answer the following questions -         [20] 
i) Why did Sushmita want a pet? 

             

             

             

             

              

ii) How did the parrot come to attack Sunil? 

             

             

             

             

              

iii) What was the challenge that Houdini received? 

             

             

             

             

              

iv) What was Houdini doing in England in 1910? 

             

             

             

             

              

v) What did Ravi‟s father hope Ravi would do in life? 

             

             

             

             

              

vi) What kind of singer was Palmaner Indrani? 
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vii) Why was Ravi alone at home? 

             

             

             

             

              

viii) What brilliant idea did Ravi have? 

             

             

             

             

              

ix) Name the composer of the poem “Abou Ben Adhem”. 

             

             

             

             

              

x) How did Sushmita test the parrot‟s ability? 

             

             

             

             

              

 


